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Abstract 

Background: The reconstruction of the evolutionary history of organisms has been 
greatly influenced by the advent of molecular techniques, leading to a significant 
increase in studies utilizing genomic data from different species. However, the lack 
of standardization in gene nomenclature poses a challenge in database searches 
and evolutionary analyses, impacting the accuracy of results obtained.

Results: To address this issue, a Python class for standardizing gene nomenclatures, 
SynGenes, has been developed. It automatically recognizes and converts different 
nomenclature variations into a standardized form, facilitating comprehensive and accu-
rate searches. Additionally, SynGenes offers a web form for individual searches using 
different names associated with the same gene. The SynGenes database contains 
a total of 545 gene name variations for mitochondrial and 2485 for chloroplasts genes, 
providing a valuable resource for researchers.

Conclusions: The SynGenes platform offers a solution for standardizing gene 
nomenclatures of mitochondrial and chloroplast genes and providing a standardized 
search solution for specific markers in GenBank. Evaluation of SynGenes effectiveness 
through research conducted on GenBank and PubMedCentral demonstrated its ability 
to yield a greater number of outcomes compared to conventional searches, ensuring 
more comprehensive and accurate results. This tool is crucial for accurate database 
searches, and consequently, evolutionary analyses, addressing the challenges posed 
by non-standardized gene nomenclature.
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Graphical abstract

Background
The reconstruction of the evolutionary history of various organisms has been 
greatly influenced by the advent of molecular techniques [1, 2], which are becoming 
increasingly faster and more accessible, enabling the acquisition of data of higher 
quality and quantity. Consequently, a large volume of genomic data has been produced 
for evolutionary studies of diverse organisms [3–7]. These advancements have led to a 
significant increase in studies and scientific publications utilizing genomic data from 
different species.

The search for genes or genomes to be used in evolutionary studies often faces the 
challenge of lack of standardization in nomenclature, which can significantly impact the 
results obtained during searches. For example, when conducting a search on the National 
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)—GenBank or on PubMedCentral for a 
specific gene or for relevant studies that utilize a certain gene, it is common to use the 
species name (e.g. the white sharks, Carcharodon Carcharias, or the blacktip sharks, 
Carcharhinus limbatus) along with the desired gene abbreviation (COI). However, this 
type of search may yield a reduced number of results compared to advanced searches 
that utilize the species name together with keyword combinations, such as alternative 
gene names and synonyms (e.g., (“Carcharodon Carcharias”[Organism]) AND 
(“COI”[All Fields] OR “cytochrome oxidase subunit I”[All Fields] OR “cytochrome c 
oxidase subunit 1”[All Fields])) [8].

To utilize this type of advanced search, it is necessary to incorporate gene name 
variations, and researchers need to have a database containing such synonyms 
to construct their search and obtain more accurate results. Therefore, in the field 
of conservation studies [9], taxonomic revisions [10], creation of databases for 
metabarcoding references [11, 12], and species identification [13–15], obtaining 
comprehensive results from databases is of utmost importance to conduct thorough and 
precise analyses.
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A lack of standardization in gene nomenclature poses a challenge not only in database 
searches like NCBI or PubMedCentral, but also in more complex evolutionary analy-
ses, such as rearrangements of gene orders in mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes 
[16, 17]. In such cases, it is crucial for gene names to be consistent to enable accurate 
comparisons (Fig. 1a). For instance, in the context, "cytochrome oxidase subunit I" gene 
could be recognized as different from "cytochrome c oxidase subunit 1," which can lead 
to misinterpretation of data by tools like CREx [18], qMGR [19] or PhyloSuite [20]. To 
ensure proper comparison of these genes by analysis tools, it is necessary to standard-
ize them using a common abbreviation, such as “COI”. Tools that rely on standardized 
nomenclature, to perform a proper analysis, can generate confusing results if they do 
not use appropriate standardization (Fig. 1a). Therefore, non-uniform gene names not 
only hinder gene searches in databases, like GenBank, but also complicate the automatic 
preparation of input files for analyses reliant on this information.

Fig. 1 The lack of standardization in gene nomenclature can lead to inconsistencies in analyses (a). 
SynGenes Python Class possess two main functions, gene name standardization (b), and query construction 
(c). The first function requires the user to input the long gene name and the type (mt for mitochondrial genes 
or cp for chloroplast genes), as mandatory parameters. Upon execution of the standardization function, the 
provided name is searched in the database (d), returning the corresponding short name if it exists (e, f). If the 
information is not found (e), an error message is displayed, and the unfound name is logged into a file (g). 
This process helps in resolving such inconsistencies for posterior genetic analyses (h)
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One tool that can be used to obtain synonymous of gene names is the BioKDE [21] 
platform (https:// www. biokde. com/). This is a powerful tool that harnesses deep learn-
ing algorithms to analyze vast amounts of scientific literature from PubMedCentral, 
extracting valuable information from this data. One of its key features is the ability to 
identify and visualize relationships between genes, proteins, and diseases, providing val-
uable insights for researchers and practitioners. Additionally, BioKDE boasts a compre-
hensive database of gene synonyms sourced from the analyzed scientific manuscripts, 
enhancing its utility for users. However, it is important to note that while BioKDE is an 
online platform with robust capabilities, it currently lacks an API [21], limiting its inte-
gration into standardized workflows. Also, it is worth mentioning that previous analyses 
(data not shown) reveal that the number of gene synonyms obtained by BioKDE is still 
limited.

To address the issue of inconsistent gene names in mitochondrial and chloroplast 
genomes, we present SynGenes (Synonyms of Genes) (Fig.  1b–g), a repository freely 
available on GitHub (https:// github. com/ luanr abelo/ SynGe nes) under the MIT license, 
which provides standardization of gene names using a consistent nomenclature. The 
SynGenes repository is an open-source resource that provides researchers with the 
results of the analysis of mitochondrial and chloroplast gene names, along with detailed 
instructions and example scripts.

Additionally, we have created a user-friendly web form to assist researchers 
in performing specific gene, genome or manuscripts searches in GenBank or 
PubMedCentral using different gene nomenclatures. This tool will enable researchers 
to utilize the various existing gene or genome nomenclatures (Mitochondrial and/or 
Chloroplast), ensuring a more comprehensive and accurate search.

Implementation

The SynGenes Class is designed to be implemented in various workflows and requires 
a functional Python 3.10 + environment and an internet connection. SynGenes can be 
easily installed via PyPI using the command "pip install SynGenes". Comprehensive 
documentation on how to utilize the class is available on the PyPI project page (https:// 
pypi. org/ proje ct/ SynGe nes/), as well as in the GitHub repository (https:// github. com/ 
luanr abelo/ SynGe nes).

To utilize SynGenes, it is necessary to have some open-source packages installed, 
including requests (version > 2.30.0) and pandas (version > 2.0.1). However, it is worth 
noting that the script already includes modules for installing these packages in the case 
they are not previously installed on the user’s computer. This ensures that the necessary 
packages are readily available for their use with SynGenes.

The SynGenes class only requires an internet connection for package installation and 
to obtain the database for the user’s computer. This process can be done during the 
initial execution of the script or when the user requests an update to the database (check 
the documentation of SynGenes at Github for instructions).

In addition to the repository, we have developed a web form (https:// luanr abelo. 
github. io/ SynGe nes/) to accommodate researchers who wish to perform individual 
searches using different names associated with the same gene. This web form generates 

https://www.biokde.com/
https://github.com/luanrabelo/SynGenes
https://pypi.org/project/SynGenes/
https://pypi.org/project/SynGenes/
https://github.com/luanrabelo/SynGenes
https://github.com/luanrabelo/SynGenes
https://luanrabelo.github.io/SynGenes/
https://luanrabelo.github.io/SynGenes/
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a command that incorporates multiple gene names, enabling precise searches on the 
GenBank or PubMedCentral platform.

SynGenes functions and database

SynGenes Python Class possess two main functions. The first one is related to the gene 
name standardization (Fig.  1b), and query construction (Fig.  1c). The first function 
requires the users to input the long or short gene names and the type of organelle. 
The second function allows users to make a search query with any gene name variants 
for automatic searches in databases. When the standardization function is executed, 
the provided name is searched in the database (Fig.  1d; see below), returning the 
corresponding short name if it exists (Fig. 1e, g) or an error (Fig. 1f ).

To build a database of synonymous gene names, data obtained from the analysis 
of gene names and gene products of mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes 
of Chordata and Embryophyta were utilized. The Entrez and SeqIO modules of 
Biopython were used for genome retrieval and reading, while Pandas was employed 
for data manipulation. The query used to search for Chordata genomes was 
("Chordata"[Organism] OR "Chordata"[All Fields]) AND ("Genome"[Title]) AND 
("mitochondrial"[Title] OR "mitochondrion"[Title]) AND mitochondrion[filter]. 
While for Embryophyta, the query was ("Embryophyta"[Organism] OR 
"Embryophyta"[All Fields]) AND ("Genome"[Title]) AND chloroplast[filter].

We decided, for the database construction, to analyze the names of genes contained 
in different genomes, rather than obtaining the maximum number of different 
names for each specific gene. The motive relies on the fact that, when analyzing a 
single genome, it is possible to obtain (at most) only 37 different nomenclatures for 
each mitochondrial gene and about 120 nomenclatures for each chloroplast genes. 
Therefore, using thousands of genomes we can obtain easily different names adopted 
for each marker. In addition, obtaining thousands of individual genes for analysis 
would require high processing power and storage capacity. The analysis of only the 
genomes of Chordates and Embryophytes resulted in 5 and 10 GB of disk storage, 
respectively. In May 2023, a total of 99,203 mitochondrial genomes and 69,087 
chloroplast genomes were obtained for analysis (see Additional files 1 and 2).

The process of constructing the SynGenes database is illustrated in Fig.  2. In this 
process, the first stage (Fig.  2a) involves analyzing each genome to extract the gene 
product name and the associated gene name. This analysis is specifically conducted 
for coding genes (CDS) and ribosomal genes (rRNA). Subsequently, in the second 
stage (Fig. 2b), a database query is performed to check if the gene product name is 
already registered. This query is executed using the panda’s library with the read_csv 
method. If the gene product name already exists in the database, the process returns 
to stage (a) and continues with the next iteration, obtaining the names of the next 
gene product and gene. If the gene product name does not exist in the database, it is 
inserted along with the corresponding gene name (Fig.  2c). After the insertion, the 
process returns to the first stage (a) to obtain the next gene product name. This meth-
odology ensures the generation of a list of gene product names without redundancy, 
as each entry is verified before insertion.
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We also collected the variations of the gene names on the bioKDE platform, where a 
manual search for each gene (mitochondrial and chloroplast) were conducted and the 
results were included in the SynGenes database.

Standardizing gene names with HUGO

After obtaining the structured databases, the coding and ribosomal genes commonly used 
in phylogenetics were identified and added to their nomenclature based on rules established 
by the Human Genome Organization (HUGO) [22]. For example, the gene "COX1," found 
in some mitochondrial genomes, were renamed to "COI." Table 1 shows the gene names 
established by HUGO.

Fig. 2 Workflow for building the SynGenes database. a Parse each genome file to extract gene and product 
names for coding and ribosomal genes. b Check if the product name exists in the SynGenes database using 
panda’s library. c If the product name does not exist, write it into the database along with the gene name. The 
process repeats until all the genome files are processed
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Results
The SynGenes database (v1.0.1) contains a total of 545 gene name variations for mito-
chondrial and 2485 for chloroplasts (list of all gene variations may be found in GitHub 
repository). A comparison with other synonym databases available in the literature, such 
as bioKDE [21], is illustrated in Fig. 3.

In terms of its Python class, it comprises five functions detailed in Table  2. These 
functions facilitate the updating of the SynGenes database on the user’s computer and 
enable rapid standardization, if necessary. This is particularly useful for gene names 
present in mitochondrial and chloroplasts genomes, ensuring their compatibility with 
automated tools for creating input files that require standardized names [18–20]. 
Furthermore, it includes a function for generating commands that can be used in 
advanced searches of genes (GenBank) and manuscripts (PubMedCentral) using the 
Entrez tool. Lastly, there is a function that exports the SynGenes database to the JSON 
format, allowing its implementation in tools that utilize other programming languages, 
such as NodeJS. It is worth noting that the SynGenes repository contains several 
example Python files for utilizing all these functions.

Computation time

The Python class we have developed demonstrates the capability to analyze 1000 
genomes of diverse origins, encompassing both mitochondrial and chloroplast 

Table 1 List of the names of the mitochondrial and chloroplast genes standardized according to 
the HUGO nomenclature

Mitochondrial genes Chloroplast genes

rRNA 12S; 16S rRNA rrn16S; rrn23S; rrn4.5S; rrn5S

Mitochondrial Complex I ND1; ND2; ND3; 
ND4; ND4L; ND5; 
ND6

ATP Synthase atpA; atpB; atpE; atpF; atpH; atpI

Mitochondrial Complex III CYTB Cytochrome b/6f Complex petA; petB; petD; petE; petG; petL; 
petN

Mitochondrial Complex IV COI; COII; COIII DNA dependent RNA 
polymerase

rpoA; rpoB; rpoC1; rpoC2

Mitochondrial Complex V ATP6; ATP8 Large Subunit of Ribosome rpl2; rpl14; rpl16; rpl20; rpl22; 
rpl23; rpl32; rpl33; rpl36

Control Region Control Region NADH-dehydrogenase ndhA; ndhB; ndhC; ndhD; ndhE; 
ndhF; ndhG; ndhH; ndhI; ndhJ; 
ndhK

PhotoSystem I-II psaA; psaB; psaC; psaI; psaJ; 
psaM; psb30; psbA; psbB; psbC; 
psbD; psbE; psbF; psbH; psbI; psbJ; 
psbK; psbL; psbM; psbN; psbZ

Small Subunit of Ribosome rps2; rps3; rps4; rps7; rps8; rps11; 
rps12; rps14; rps15; rps16; rps18; 
rps19

Rubisco rbcL

Others accD; ccsA; cemA; chlB; chlL; 
chlN; clpP; clpP1; cysA; cysT; ftsH; 
infA; lhbA; matK; pafI; pafII; pbf1; 
psb30; ycf1; ycf2; ycf3; ycf4; ycf12; 
ycf15;
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genomes, within a short timeframe. To assess computational time, we utilized a 
computer equipped with an AMD Ryzen 7 5000 Series processor and 16 GB of RAM. 
Additionally, we simulated the creation of a text file containing the names of protein-
coding genes (PCGs) and ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) present in the genomes. We 
randomly selected 1000 genomes available for consultation (see Additional files 1 and 
2) and conducted the data analysis.

The results revealed that our Python class efficiently processed the data in less 
than 14 min for the chordate genomes (Fig.  4a) and approximately 2 h for chloro-
plast genomes (Fig. 4b). Furthermore, our Python class generates commands that can 
be used for advanced and automated searches using the Entrez tool, an integrated 
search system for various biological databases, or by utilizing the forms present on 

Fig. 3 Analysis of the number of synonyms of mitochondrial gene (a) and chloroplast gene names (b–d) 
present in the SynGenes database (v1.0.1) in relation to the bioKDE database
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the GenBank and PubMedCentral websites. The time required to generate the 1000 
commands was less than 90 s (Fig. 4c).

Search data in Genbank and PubMedCentral

The effectiveness of SynGenes was evaluated through research conducted on GenBank 
and PubMedCentral, focusing on the COI, CYTB genes and the Control Region, which 
are frequently employed in phylogenetic and population studies [14, 23–26]. The inves-
tigation encompassed 944 chordate families (Additional file  1). The results indicated 
that SynGenes obtained a greater number of outcomes by utilizing gene name varia-
tions compared to traditional searches in GenBank using only family and gene names. 
Specifically, for the COI gene, SynGenes yielded more results for 94.17% of the analyzed 
chordate families compared to traditional searches. That is, in all comparisons between 
SynGenes and traditional search methods, the former outperformed in approximately 
94% all searches. In some instances, SynGenes showed slight improvement, while in 
others, the difference was significantly higher. For example, in the case of Hominidae, 
the traditional search yielded 1,759 results, whereas with SynGenes, it produced 66,515 
results (Fig. 5). This highlights the substantial advantage of using SynGenes over conven-
tional search methods.

For the CYTB gene, this occurred for 99.15% of the families, and for the Control 
Region, for 88.98% of the families (data not shown). Figure  5 presents only 20 results 
between SynGenes versus traditional searches from different chordate families of this 
comprehensive analysis. Those comparisons highlight the results where the difference 
between SynGenes versus traditional searches demonstrate the best performance of the 
former.

Table 2 List of functions of the SynGenes class in Python

Function name Function Parameters

updateSynGenes() Download SynGenes database from GitHub 
repository (stable branch)

verbose (bool): Print messages. Default is 
True

fixGeneName() Fix Gene Name according to the SynGenes 
database

geneName (str): Gene name to be fixed
type (str): Type of gene (mt = Mitochondrial, 
cp = Chloroplast). Default is mt
verbose (bool): Print messages. Default is 
True

buildQuery() Build a query for Entrez search geneName (str): Gene name to search, must 
be in the correct format, use the function 
fixGeneName() to fix the gene name
type (str): Type of gene (mt = Mitochondrial, 
cp = Chloroplast). Default is mt
searchType (str): Type of search (Title, 
Abstract, All Fields, MeSH Terms). Default is 
All Fields
verbose (bool): Print messages. Default is 
True

buildJson() Build a JSON file with the data of SynGenes 
database

fileName (str): Name of the JSON file. Default 
is SynGenes.js
pathSaveFile (str): Path to save the JSON 
file. Default is SynGenes folder, in the current 
working directory
verbose (bool): Print messages. Default is 
True

versionSynGenes() Show the version of SynGenes database None
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In PubMedCentral, using the same families and gene combinations, an 82.94% increase 
for COI was achieved compared to traditional searches. For CYTB, there was a 78.70%, 
and for the Control Region, an 88.24% (data not shown). Figure 6 displays 20 results from 
different chordate families obtained from the best performances of SynGenes versus tra-
ditional searches.

For chloroplast genes, the rbcL, ycf1, and matK genes in 474 terrestrial plant fami-
lies (embryophytes) were analyzed, as described in Additional file 2. Sequences of these 
genes were sought in the GenBank and PubMedCentral databases. Comparing the 
results obtained from both databases, it was observed that SynGenes presented a higher 
number of results for all three genes compared to traditional GenBank searches, while 
PubMedCentral exhibited lower coverage. For example, the rbcL gene, encoding the 
large subunit of the Rubisco enzyme, SynGenes had 22.74% more results observed than 

Fig. 4 a Time required to standardize the names of the genes that encode proteins in the mitochondrial 
genomes. b Time required to standardize the names of the genes that encode proteins in the chloroplast 
genomes. c Average time to generate 1000 queries for advanced searches, using the synonyms, to be used in 
tools like Entrez
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traditional GenBank searches, while 2.32% more results than in PubMedCentral tradi-
tional searches (data not shown). The ycf1 gene, encoding a chloroplastic gene expres-
sion factor, had 88.81% and 46.83% more results than GenBank and PubMedCentral 
traditional searches, respectively (data not shown). Finally, matK gene, encoding a spe-
cific intron maturase, SynGenes had 97.89% and 51.47% more results than in GenBank 
and PubMedCentral traditional searches, respectively (data not shown). Figures 7 and 8 
illustrate 15 results for searches in GenBank and PubMedCentral, respectively, obtained 
from the best performances of SynGenes versus traditional searches.

The searches in GenBank and PubMedCentral were conducted using specific filters for 
each database, therefore, to avoid biases and obtain more precise and relevant results. 
The filters were based on criteria’s, such as molecule (Mitochondrial or Chloroplast) and 

Fig. 5 Comparison of search results obtained in January 2024 from the SynGenes web form versus 
traditional searches in GenBank, highlighting the higher efficiency achieved by using combinations of gene 
nomenclature for COI (a), CYTB (b) and Control Region markers (c)
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sequence type (Nucleotide). It is worth mentioning that, in some cases, for instance, a 
single search for a particular species along with the desired gene/maker, in the GenBank 
nucleotide database, yielded more results than using SynGenes. This is simply explained 
by the fact that this search added more results, because it contained mitogenomes, 
genomes, or files from RNA-Seq assemblies. All of this contained the searched terms, 
however, even so, those results were not necessarily relevant to the research objective.

Conclusions
Several variations in the nomenclature of the same gene have been identified in 
mitochondrial and chloroplasts genomes, some of which are the result of human errors, 
such as "cytchrome" (KY018081.1), "chytochrome" (LC631940.1), and "cutochrome" 

Fig. 6 Comparison of the efficiency of the searches performed in January 2024 by the SynGenes web 
form and the traditional searches on PubMedCentral, showing the benefit of using combinations of gene 
nomenclature for COI (a), CYTB (b) and Control Region markers (c)
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(AB052080.1) in mitochondrial genomes, and "ATP synthaes", "ATP synthase", or "ATP-
synthase" in chloroplasts. In addition, the lack of standardization also contributes 
to these variations in nomenclature. This lack of uniformity hinders the search 
and automated analysis of these genes in genomic databases, as well as the correct 
interpretation of the obtained results.

Non-standardized nomenclatures clearly hinder the search for genes in databases, 
such as GenBank, and the automated preparation of input files for subsequent 
analyses that use this information. This can be particularly problematic when using 
analysis tools such as CREx [18], qMGR [19], or PhyloSuite [20], which rely on 
standardized nomenclature for proper functioning. Standardized gene nomenclature 
facilitates posterior genetic/evolutionary analyses and the potential obstacles posed 

Fig. 7 Comparison of search results obtained in January 2024 from the SynGenes web form versus 
traditional searches in GenBank, highlighting the higher efficiency achieved by using combinations of gene 
nomenclature for rbcL (a), ycf1 (b) and matK markers (c)
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by inconsistent gene naming conventions (Fig.  1h). Tools like SynGenes exemplify 
efforts to streamline data processing by addressing issues related to gene name 
variations, ultimately enhancing the efficiency and reliability of genetic research 
endeavors.

It is worth mentioning that all variations of gene names found in chordate and 
embryophyte genomes available in GenBank were used for standardizing nomencla-
ture (available in GitHub). Therefore, SynGenes is limited to the data included up to 
2023 (new variations may be included in new versions). Additionally, since we only 
utilized variations present in deposited genomes, variations found in gene sequences 
were not analyzed and thus not included. Similarly, SynGenes only includes data from 

Fig. 8 Comparison of the efficiency of the searches performed in January 2024 by the SynGenes web 
form and the traditional searches on PubMedCentral, showing the benefit of using combinations of gene 
nomenclature for rbcL (a), ycf1 (b) and matK markers (c)
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coding and ribosomal genes. Therefore, if researchers intend to analyze tRNA genes, 
SynGenes is not recommended for such tasks.

In this way, SynGenes offers a solution for both standardizing gene nomenclatures, 
which can be implemented in different workflows through its Python class and providing 
a standardized search solution for specific markers in GenBank using its web form.

Availability and requirements

Project name: SynGenes.
Project home page: https:// github. com/ luanr abelo/ SynGe nes
Operating system(s): Linux, Windows and MacOS.
Programming language: Python.
Other requirements: Python 3.10 + , Pandas > 2.30.0 and Requests > 2.0.1
License: MIT.
Any restrictions to use by non-academics: None.
All data and code for this work are available on the SynGenes GitHub repository (https:// 
github. com/ luanr abelo/ SynGe nes).
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